
From: McGill, Richard
To: Brown, Don
Cc: McCambridge, Michael
Subject: docketing PC in R17-14, 17-15, 18-12, 18-31 (consol.)
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 3:56:05 PM
Attachments: Responses to JCAR Corrections--35-700s800s092618.docx

Good afternoon, Mr. Clerk!
 
Please docket this forwarded email correspondence (and attached Word
document) as a public comment.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thank you.
 
Richard R. McGill, Jr.
Illinois Pollution Control Board
Senior Attorney
312-814-6983
richard.mcgill@illinois.gov
 
From: McGill, Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 3:54 PM
To: 'Eastvold, Jonathan C.' <JonathanE@ilga.gov>
Subject: RE: Technicals on 35 IAC 811 (Was: Technicals on 35 IAC 702 through 812 (except for 811))
 
Good afternoon, Jonathan:
 
The attached 22-page document provides the Board’s responses—in
red—to JCAR’s 306 technical corrections in this exempt rulemaking. 
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.  Thank you.
 
Richard R. McGill, Jr.
Illinois Pollution Control Board
Senior Attorney
312-814-6983
richard.mcgill@illinois.gov
 
From: Eastvold, Jonathan C. <JonathanE@ilga.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 1, 2018 12:42 PM
To: McGill, Richard <Richard.McGill@illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Technicals on 35 IAC 811 (Was: Technicals on 35 IAC 702 through 812 (except for
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* NOTE: For ease of reference, I've sometimes referred to deleting or changing existing text as well as new text.  Please regard such references as requests to strike/add. 



Part 702:



None found.



Part 703:



None found.



Part 704:



None found.



Part 705: 



None found.



Part 720:



None found.



Part 721:



1. 721.102(c)(3), 1st line: the quotes after "No" are pointed in the wrong direction.  It's not an issue for the database because we only use straight quotes, but may be of interest for the hard copy pages.  Fixed without edit markings.

2. 721.103(c), Board Note: Would PCB like to include a date with the CFR reference?  Added “(2017).”

3. 721.106(a)(2)(A) through (C): Could we change the parentheticals to "(See Subpart _ of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 726)"?  Added “see” in all of three subsections and subsection (a)(2)(D).

4. 721.121(a)(3) and (4), Board notes: Could you change "C.F.R." to "CFR"?  Done.

5. 721.132(a): K174 and K181 are structurally the same but formatted differently. How would you like these to be formatted?  Changed K181 to use the format of K181.

6. 721.139(a)(2), 3rd line: the quote after "contains leaded glass" points the wrong way.  Fixed without edit markings.

7. 721.139(a)(5)(B)(ii): Could you please add a ZIP for that address?  20004, I think...ZIP code added although it does not appear in corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 261.39(a)(5)(ii)(B) because the address is given for hand delivery.

8. 721.139(a)(5), board note at end: there's a stray quote mark before "USEPA".  Added a closing quotation mark after “Consent.”

9. 721.141(a)(2), final address (IEPA): Possible to put a period after "Ave"?  Done.

10. 721.247(b)(1)(B), 3rd line: after "insurer", should the semicolon be a comma?  Our text has a comma after “insurer,” which is necessary to offset the parenthetical.

11.  721.935(c)(4)(C)(i): Should this subsection end with "; or" rather than ", or"?  Changed the comma to a semicolon, which has ever been JCAR’s preference for ending punctuation in a serial subsection.

12. 721.950, Board Note: Change "Sections 9.1(b) and (d) of the Act" to "Section 9.1(b) and (d) of the Act".  Done.

13. 721.960(b)(3), Board Note, 3rd sentence: change "immediate comply" to "immediately comply".  Done.

14. 721.984(f)(3)(D)(ii), 2nd note: strike hyphen between "0.32" and "cm"?  0.32-cm” is an adjectival phrase modifying “diameter uniform probe.”  If anything, shouldn’t “0.32-cm-diameter” be hyphenated as the entire adjectival phrase?

Part 722:

15. 722.141(a), 2nd line: Do you wish to remove the hyphen in "off-site"?  Done; it is not an adjectival phrase.

16. Subpart H header: Should the hyphen in "TRANS-BOUNDARY" be removed?  I don’t believe so because it is an adjectival phrase.  Corresponding subpart H of 40 C.F.R. 262 has the single word “transboundary.”

17.  722.181, "Countries concerned", 3rd line: "text refers only a single country"  Please change to "text refers only to a single country".  Done.

18. 722.182(a)(2)(B), Board Note, 1st sentence: Do you wish to strike the comma after "RCRA"?  “Some Amber wastes . . . hazardous under RCRA” is an introductory clause, which would require a comma.

19. 722.303, Board Note: At the end of the URL, delete "-and".  Not done.  The word “and” is part of the web address.

20. 722.304, Board Note: At the end of the URL, delete "-and".  See above.

21. 722.313(a)(3), third from last line: Change "§" to "40 CFR".  Corrected the text to cite “35 Ill. Adm. Code 720.110” instead.

22. 722.331, "Unplanned episodic event", 3rd line: "change ""acts of nature,"" to ""acts of nature",".  Comma moved outside quotation mark.

23. 722.333, Board Note, 4th line: Change ""RCRA permit,"" to ""RCRA permit",".  Comma moved outside quotation mark.

Part 723:

None found.

Part 724:

24.  724.112(a)(4): Could you please change "such" to an alternate (clearer) term?  It is now “the facility.”

25. 724.112(a)(4)(A), 3rd line: Change "thirty" to "30".  Done.

26. 724.115(b)(4), penultimate sentence: Could you please put commas after "schedule" and "application"? rest of the application  Done.

27. 724.171(a)(3), 1st line: Before "facility", reinstate "a".  Done.

28. 724.171(a)(3), 3rd line: After "source" add a comma. Change "dollowing" to "following".  Restored the indefinite article and corrected “following.”  Removed the comma after “Subpart H of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 722, which was an artifact from the federal citation to corresponding “40 CFR 262, subpart H.”  Retaining that relict comma and adding the requested comma would make “from a foreign source” a parenthetical; removing the relict comma and adding the requested comma would separate the subject and verb.

29. 724.171(d), 4th line: after "foreign exporter", strike the semicolon and add "and".  Removed the semicolon, added the conjunction, and restored “to the” in the language that follows.  The semicolon was an artifact of USEPA’s run-on sentence, which the Board broke into two sentences.

30. 724.171(i), 1st line: Change first non-sentence clause to mixed case (i.e., "Special Procedures Applicable to Electronic Signature Methods Undergoing Tests.")  Capitalized the topical subheading.

31. 724.241(h), 3rd line from bottom: Change "third-party" to "third party".  Done.

32. 724.242(a)(2), 4th line: Change "724.241(d))." to "724.241(d).)".  Moved the ending period inside the closing parenthesis.

33. 724.242(d), 3rd line: Change "Sections 724.242(a) and (c)" to "subsections (a) and (c)".  Done.

34. 724.242(d), 4th line: Change "Section 724.242(b)" to "subsection (b)".  Done.

35. 724.243(a): Change to mixed case.  Capitalized the topical subheading.  Also for subsections (b) and (c) also.

36. 724.243(d): Change to mixed case.  Capitalized the topical subheading.  Also for the opening fragments in subsections (e) through (i) also.

37. 724.245(a)(3)(A): How do you wish to punctuate the "Where" statements (no punctuation, semicolons, etc.)?  See also 724.933(e)(2).  Removed the punctuation.  Also removed the punctuation from subsection (a)(3)(B) and the following Sections throughout all the Parts involved:

704.214(c)(1) and (c)(2) (ending periods only)

721.933(e)(2) (all but the ending period)

721.933(e)(4) and (e)(5) (ending periods only)

721.934(c)(1)(D)(i), (c)(1)(D)(ii), and (c)(1)(E)

721.983(a)(3)(D)(i)

724.933(e)(2) (all but the ending period)

724.933(e)(4) and (e)(5) (ending periods only)

724.934(c)(1)(D)(i), (c)(1)(D)(ii), and (c)(1)(E)

725.933(e)(2) and (e)(4)

725.933(e)(5) (ending period only)

725.934(c)(1)(D)(i), (c)(1)(D)(ii), and (c)(1)(E)

725.984(a)(1)(D)(i), (b)(3)(D), (b)(4)(C), (b)(5)(D), (b)(5)(E), (b)(6)(B), (b)(7)(D), (b)(8)(C), and (b)(9)(D)

726.204(a)(1)

726.206(b)(3)(A) (two ending periods)

726.208(c)

727.240(d)(1)(B) (ending period only)

730.106(a)(2) (ending period only)

38. 724.1102(a), 4th line: Add comma after "leachate".  Although corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 724.1102(a) has a comma, it is not desirable for the two-element series in which “structures and equipment contaminated with waste and leachate” is the final sub-element the first element and “manage them as hazardous waste” is the second element.  Neither element is a parenthetical or introductory clause.

39. 724.247(h): Strike period after "Coverage".  Done.

40.  724.296(a) through (f): These subsections aren't really headers. Revert to sentence case on each subsection's first "sentence"?  Not done.  They are fragments italicized by USEPA as topical subheadings in corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 264.296.  Further, Title case is called for by your 8/1/18 email proposing a uniform approach to subsection headers.  Also, delete the period at the end of the subsection (b) header.

41. 724.296(d)(2)(A): Change "2.2" to "0.45".  Done.

42. 724.376(a): Change to mixed (title) case?  Done.

43. 724.376(a)(2), last line: set off "or derived from" with commas?  Done.

44. 724.376(a)(4), last line: Add comma after "(a)"?  Done.

45. 724.376(b)(1)(B), 2nd line: delete parentheses around "kg/ha"?  Done.

46. 724.951, last line: Strike comma after "720 through 728".  Done.

47. 724.980(b)(1): Change "@@@A" to "A".  Done.  (“@@@” was one of my quick-search bookmarks placed during editing that somehow went all the way through to adoption at some point.)

Part 725:

48. 725.112(a)(1), 4th from last row: correct spelling of "hazardous".  Done.

49. 725.376(c)(1)(B), 2nd line: delete parentheses around "kg/ha".  Done.

50. 725.541(a), 4th line: strike redundant "the".  Removed, rather than struck, since it was not text on file.

51. 725.931, 2nd line: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act" to "RCRA"?  Done.

52. 725.933(c), 3rd line from bottom: Delete "degrees Celsius" and the parentheses.  Done.  (Note:  There is now a non-breaking space after “760,” added without underlining and strikethrough, to keep the units from separating from the number at the end of a line.)

53. 725.933(f)(2)(F)(ii): Delete "degrees Celsius" and the parentheses.  Done.

54. 725.951: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act" to "RCRA"?  Done.

55. 725.981, 1st line: change "herein" to "in this Section"?  Done.

56. 725.981: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act" to "RCRA"?  Done.

57. 725.982(d), 2nd line: Change "cast" to "past".  Done.

58. 725.984(a)(3)(C), 7th line from bottom: after "constituent-specific" add "adjustment factor"?  Done.

59. 725.984(b)(3): Delete "of a hazardous waste at the point of waste treatment"?  Rather than delete the prepositional phrase, moved it to follow “Concentration” and capitalized it as a topical subheading.

60. 725.984(b)(3)(C), 7th line from bottom: after "constituent-specific" add "adjustment factor"?  Done.

Part 726:

61. 726.180(a)(6), 2nd line: delete the second "the batteries".  Done.

62. 726.180(a)(8), 2nd line: before "foreign" add "a".  Done.

63. 726.180(a)(9), 3rd line: delete "you".  Done.

64. 726.180(a)(10), 2nd line: before "foreign" add "a".  Done.

65. 726.180(a)(19), 3rd line: Correct spelling of "them". Delete "you".  Both done.

66. 726.200(d)(3)(B), 4th line: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

67. 726.200(h), 3rd line from bottom: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

68. 726.204(a)(2), 5th and 7th lines from bottom: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

69.  726.206(b)(2)(A), "Where: Σ Ai/Fi/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

70. 726.206(b)(5), last line: delete "or".  Not done.  The citation will be “Appendix I or J” after amendment.

71. 726.206(c))(2), "Where: Σ Ai/Ei/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

72. 726.206(c)(4), 2nd line: after "and" add "Section".  Done.

73. 726.206(d)(3), "Where: Σ Pi/Ri/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

74. 726.206(g)(1), 3rd line: Move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

75. 726.206(g)(2), 6th line: Move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

76. 726.206(h), 4th line from bottom: Move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

77. 726.207(f), 3rd line: Move the comma outside the quotes?  Done.

78. 726.208(c): "Where" statements end with periods.  Elsewhere in this docket they end with semicolons (and I think sometimes with no punctation).  How would you like to handle this?  See the answer to question 37 above.

79. 726.208(c), "Where: n"  this statement ends with a semicolon, not a period.  See previous question.  See the answer to question 37 above.

80. 726.209(a)(2)(A), 2nd line: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

81. 726.209(a)(2)(D)(ii), first two "where:" statements: replace "means" with "="?  Done.

82. 726.209(a)(2)(D)(iii): End with period?  Added.

83. 726.212(b), middle of paragraph: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

84. 726.212(b)(2)(A): "Table B to 24 Ill. Adm. Code 728": 

a. "Table B of"?  Done twice.

b. These citations appear to be outdated.  What should they be?  Changed to “Table U.”  (The standards formerly in Table B moved to Table T in UIC Update, USEPA Regulations (July 1, 1994 through December 31, 1994), R95-4, RCRA Update, USEPA Regulations (July 1, 1994 through December 31, 1994), R95-6 (June 1, 1995).  These citations to Table B were overlooked.)

85. 726.212(b)(2)(A), Board Note, paragraph beginning "Under Section": Change to "Under section"?  Done.

86. 726.212(c)(1) and (c)(2)(A): Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?  Done.

87. 726.303(c), 4th line: Change "From" to "Form".  Done.

88. 726.305(c)(2), 7th line: After "violation" add a comma.  Not done.  Although corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 266.205(c)(2) has the comma, it is a two-element series, not a parenthetical.  Subordinating “or any demonstration” as a parenthetical is undesirable.  The Board opted to instead reorganize the material and break the run-on sentence:  “The Agency’s decision to reinstate or not to reinstate the conditional exemption must be based on two considerations:  first, the nature of the risks to human health and the environment posed by the waste; and second, either the owner’s or operator’s provision of a satisfactory explanation of the circumstances of the violation or any demonstration that the violations are not likely to recur.”

89. 726.305(d)(2), 3rd line: After "721" add a comma.  Not done.  Although corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 266.205(d)(2) has the comma, it does not offset a parenthetical or introductory clause, and separates the subject and verb.  The resulting ambigity is undesirable.  The Board opted to instead reorganize the material and break the run-on sentence:  “Waste military munitions that are chemical agents or chemical munitions and that exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic or are listed as hazardous waste pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 721, are not subject to the storage prohibition in RCRA section 3004(j), codified at 35 Ill. Adm. Code 728.150, if the munitions satisfy two conditions:  first, they are chemical agents or chemical munitions; and second, they exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic or are listed as hazardous waste pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 721.”  The Board made similar changes in subsection (d)(1).

90. 726.310, "Eligible naturally occurring…", 3rd line from bottom: before "10 CFR 61" delete "federal".  Done.

91. 726.310, "IEMA": Do you want to update the address to 2200 South Dirksen Parkway 
Springfield, Illinois 62703?  Done.

92. 726.310, "License", 1st and 2nd lines: before "IEMA" delete "the" (twice).  Done.

93. 726.310, "NRC": Change address to:

U.S. NRC Region III
2443 Warrenville Road
Suite 210
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4352  Done.

94. 726.460(a), 3rd line: before "IEMA" delete "the".  Done.

Part 727:

95. 727.100(a) and throughout: Would PCB consider going to mixed case with no periods for such subsection headers?  Done.

96. 727.170(b)4), 3rd line: add comma after "722"?  Done.

97. 727.210(f)(2)(A) and (B): strike "and" at the end of (A) and add it to the end of (B).  Not done.  The two required operational conditions are in the first two subsections.  The third subsection imposes a procedural limitation.  See  subsection (f)(2):  “demonstrates that the conditions of subsections (f)(2)(A) and (f)(2)(B are fulfilled subject to the limitation of subsection (f)(2)(C):”  The punctuation follows that of corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 267.115(b)(1) through (b)(3).

98. 727.240(b)(8), 3rd line from bottom: change "(d)(8)" to "(b)(8)".  Done.

99. 727.240(q), Board note, 5th line: change "include" to "includes".  Done.

Part 728:

100. 728.106(a)(5), last line: Does "state" refer to Illinois solely or to other states as well?  Illinois only.  Changed to capitalized. 

101. 728.106(f)(3): strike "do the following".  Not done.  Moved “do the following” from after to before “within 60 days after receiving notification” and struck the comma.

102. 728.106(m), 3rd line: strike the comma after "through".  Done.

103. 728.107(a)(5)(A): strike "of this Part".  Not done.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 268.7(a)(5)(i) includes “of this part,” defining “requirements.”

104. 728.140(b): Should "EPA 530" (and other similar references) be hyphenated?  “EPA-530” designates the USEPA documents relating to solid waste.  Having encountered variations “EPA530,” “EPA 530,” “EPA/530,” and “EPA-530” for documents in this group, the Board has opted for “EPA-530.”

105. 728.144(j): After "application for", add "a".  Done.

106. 728.150(a)(2)(A): What does "clearly marked to identify with the following" mean?  Can this turn of phrase be reworded for clarity?  Moved “with the following” before “to identify.”

107. 728.APPENDIX F, last note: "stands or" should be "stands for".  Done.

108. 728.APPENDIX H, top line: "USEPA hazardous wate number" should be "USEPA hazardous waste number".  Done.

109. 728.TABLE C, Note 2, 4th line: Move the period outside the quotes.  Done.

110. 728.TABLE T, top line: Check formatting of text.  Not changed.  The format of the headings follows the format of the information that follows, and it follows that of the third through sixth columns of corresponding the table in 40 C.F.R. § 268.40 following the headings of the first two columns, if that is what was intended.

Part 730:

111. 730.103, "Sole or principal source aquifer", 2nd line: Change "Section" to lower case.  Done.

112. 730.103, "Underground source of drinking water": Could you please clarify that the ands and ors are as you wish them to be?  We were confused.  The corresponding federal definition in 40 C.F.R. § 146.3 benefits from subsection numbering.  Changing the definition in Section 730.103 could benefit if reorganized as follows:

“Underground source of drinking water” or “USDW” means an aquifer or its portion is not an exempted aquifer, as defined in this Section, and of which the following is true:

It supplies any public water system; or

It contains a sufficient quantity of groundwater to supply a public water system; and

It currently supplies drinking water for human consumption; or

It contains less than 10,000 mg/ℓ total dissolved solids.; and

It is not an exempted “aquifer.”

113. [bookmark: _GoBack]730.104(a) through (d): How would you like these subsections to end?  Semicolons or periods?  The Board’s preamble statement specifies “(a) and (b)” or “(a) and (c)”.  This allows changing the ending punctuation for subsections (a) and (b)(4) to periods, striking “and” at the end of subsection (a), and striking “or” at the end of subsection (b)(4).  

114. 730.132(a), 4th line: Change "where" to "when".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(a) uses “where.”  The Board opted to use “if” instead.

115. 730.132(b), 3rd from last line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(b) uses “where.”

116. 730.132(c), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(c) uses “where.”

117. 730.132(d), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(d) uses “where.”

118. 730.132(e), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(e) uses “where.”

119. 730.132(f), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(f) uses “where.”

120. 730.132(g), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  See immediately above.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 146.32(g) uses “where.”

121. [bookmark: _Hlk520979366]730.133:

a. Change the initial fragments of (a) and (b) and (c) to title case.  Done.

b. In (b), strike the period after the initial fragment and make the rest of that paragraph subsection (b)(1).  Done.

c. Change current subsections (b)(1) through (b)(5) to (b)(1)(A) through (E).  Done.

d. Change current subsection (b)(6) to (b)(2).  Done.

e. In (c), strike the period after the initial fragment and make the rest of that paragraph subsection (c)(1).  Done.

f. In current subsection (c)/new subsection (c)(1), change "subsections (c)(1) and (c)(2)" to "this subsection (c)(1)".  Done.

g. Change current subsections (c)(1) and (2) to (c)(1)(A) and (B).  Done.

h. Change current subsection (c)(3) to (c)(2).  Done.

122. 730.162(d): 

a. Renumber subsection (d) as (d)(1).  Done.

b. Before new subsection (d)(1), add:

	"d)	Alternatives".  Changed to “Alternative Injection Zone Demonstrations” instead.

c. In new subsection (d)(1), change "subsections (d)(1) through (d)(3)" to "subsection (d)(1)". Change "(d)(4)" to "(d)(2)".  Done.

d. Relabel current subsections (d)(1) through (d)(3) as (d)(1)(A) through (C).  Done.

e. Relabel current subsection (d)(4) as (d)(2).  Done.

f. In the second line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "(d)(1), (d)(2), or (d)(3)" to "(d)(1)(A), (d)(1)(B), or (d)(1)(C)".  Done.

g. In the third line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "Code104" to "Code 104".  Not done.  The Board’s text and text on file have “35 Ill. Adm. Code 104.”

h. In the last line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "(d)(4)" to "(d)(2)".  Done.

123. 730.171(a)(6): 

a. Renumber subsection (a)(6) as (a)(6)(A).  Not done.  Instead, subsection (a)(6)(C) is removed as unnecessary.

b. Before new subsection (a)(6)(A), add:

			"6)	Temporary Stoppage".  See response to comment a. above.

c. In the second line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), after "temporarily" strike the comma.  Done.

d. In the third line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), change "subsections (a)(6))(A) and (a)(6)(B)" to "this subsection (a)(6)(A)".  See response to comment a. above.

e. In the last line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), change "(a)(6)(C)" to (a)(6)(B)".  See response to comment a. above.

f. Change current subsections (a)(6)(A) and (B) to (a)(6)(A)(i) and (ii).  See response to comment a. above.

g. Change current subsection (a)(6)(C) to (a)(6)(B).  See response to comment a. above.

124. 730.184(c)(1)(C): Strike the final period and add a semicolon.  Done.

125. 730.195(b)(1)(H): After the final "and", strike the comma.  Done.

126. 730.195(f)(1): Strike the final semicolon and replace with a period.  Done.

127. 730.195(f)(4)(B): Strike the final semicolon and replace with a period.  Done.

Part 733:

128. 733.103(d)(1): After "(a)(1)" add a comma.  Not done.  The comma appears in Board text and text on file.

Part 738:

129. 738.101(c)(1): Strike final "or".  Done.

130. 738.110(b)(1): Strike final "or".  Done.

131. 728.111(b)(1): Strike final "or".  Done.

132. 738.112(b)(2), last line: Strike "below" and add "in this subsection (b)(2)".  Used a variation:  “the followng metals or compounds of metals at a concentration greater than or equal to that specified in this subsection (b)(2).”

133. 738.114(a): Strike the period.    Done.

134. 738.114(c): Strike the period.    Done.

135. 738.114(e)(1): Strike the final "or".  Done.

136. 738.115(a): Strike the period.    Done.

137. 738.115(d)(1): Strike the final "or".  Done.

138. 738.116(a): Strike the period.    Done.

139. 738.116(c): Strike the period.    Done.

140. 738.116(d)(1): Strike the final "or".  Done.

141. 738.114(e)(1): Strike the final "or".  Done as to 738.117(e)(1).

142. 738.118(m)(1): Strike the final "or".  Done.

143. 738.123(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

144. 738.123(a)(4): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

145. 738.123(a)(4)(B): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

146. 738.124(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

Part 739:

147. 739.100, "Existing tank", 1st subordinate paragraph: Change the comma to a semicolon.  Done.

148. 739.110(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

149. 739.110(b): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

150. 739.110(b)(1)(B), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

151. 739.110(b)(2), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

152. 739.110(b)(2)(A): Strike final "or".  Done, but also changed the ending semicolon to a period.

153. 739.110(b)(2)(B): Strike final period. Add "; or".  Not done.  Change immediately above obviated this change.

154. 739.110(c): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done

155. 739.110(d): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

156. 739.110(e): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

157. 739.110(f), 2nd line: strike "Section" and add "section" (twice).  Done for the first “Section”; deleted the second.

158. 739.110(g): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

159. 739.110(h), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

160. 739.110(i), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

161. 739.120(a)(1), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.739.120(a)(3)  Done.

162. 739.120(a)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

163. 739.120(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

164. 739.120(b)(2)(B)(ii), 3rd line: Strike "Section" and add "section".  Done.

165. 739.122(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

166. 739.122(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

167. 739.122(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

168. 739.124, 4th line: strike "Section 739.124(a)" and add "subsections (a)".  Done.

169. 739.124(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

170. 739.124(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

171. 739.124(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

172. 739.130(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

173. 739.131(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

174. 739.132(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

175. 739.140(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

176. 739.140(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

177. 739.140(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

178. 739.144(a), 2nd line: Strike "739.110(b)(1)(ii)" and add "739.110(b)(1)(B)(ii)".  Done, but using “739.110(b)(1)(B)” to correspond with “739.10(b)(1)(ii)” in corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 279.44(a).

179. 739.144(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

180. 739.145(b) initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

181. 739.145(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

182. 739.145(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

183. 739.145(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

184. 739.145(f), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

185. 739.145(h), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

186. 739.146(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

187. 739.146(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

188. 739.150(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

189. 739.152(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

190. 739.152(a)(1), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

191. 739.152(a)(2), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

192. 739.152(a)(2), lines 3-4: Strike "subsections (a)(2)(A) through (A)(2)(D)" and add "this subsection (a)(2)".  Done.

193. 739.152(a)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

194. 739.152(a)(4): Change to mixed (title) case  Done, also removing the ending period.

195. 739.152(a)(5), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

196. 739.152(a)(6): Change to mixed (title) case.  Done, also removing the ending period.

197. 739.152(a)(6)(A)(ii), first line: Change "Where" to "When". Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 279.52(a)(6)(i)(B) uses “where.”  The Board opted to use “if” instead.

198. 739.152(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

199. 739.152(b)(1): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

200. 739.152(b)(2): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

201. 739.152(b)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

202. 739.152(b)(4), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

203. 739.152(b)(5), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

204. 739.152(b)(5), Board Note: Please change the brackets to parentheses.  (In the IAC, brackets exclusively refer to ILCS citations.)  Done, but added the federal language “paragraph (b)(6) of this section” to the quoted statement, which the bracket attempted to avoid.  In standard usage, brackets are used to indicate revision of quoted material.

205. 739.152(b)(6): Change to mixed (title) case.  Done, also deleting the ending period.

206. 739.152(b)(6)(H)(i): strike final "and".  Done.

207. 739.152(b)(6)(H)(ii): Strike final period and add "; and".  Done.

208. 739.152(b)(6)(H)(iii), 2nd line: after "authorities" add a comma.  Not done.  Although the current punctuation follows corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 279.52(b)(6)(viii)(C) with a single comma, removed the unnecessary comma from after Agency, which separated a two-element series.

209. 739.154(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

210. 739.154(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

211. 739.154(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

212. 739.154(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

213. 739.154(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

214. 739.154(f): Strike period.  Done.

215. 739.160(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

216. 739.160(b): Strike final "below" and add "in this subsection (b)".  Not done.  Instead changed “requirements of other applicable provisions of this Part as indicated below” to “indicated provisions of this Part”; changed the ending period to a colon.

217. 739.160(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

218. 739.161(b): Strike period.  Done.

219. 739.163(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

220. 739.164(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

221. 739.164(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

222. 739.164(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

223. 739.164(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

224. 739.164(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

225. 739.164(f): Strike period.  Done.

226. 739.164(g), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

227. 739.165(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

228. 739.166(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

229. 739.174(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

230. 739.174(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

231. 739.174(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

232. 739.175(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.  Done.

Part 810:

233. 810.103, "Design Period": Change "Period" to lower case.  Done.

234. 810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, 2nd line: Move comma outside quotes.  Done.

235. 810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, 4th line: After "from" add "a". Change "in a MSWLF" to "in an MSWLF".  Done.

236. 810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, first existing sentence: Change "C.F.R." to "CFR".  Not done.  Instead, removed the entire sentence to accommodate following JCAR”s suggestion to replace the definition with the current USEPA definition.

237. 810.103, "RCRA", 2nd line: Change "USC. §§6901" to "USC 6901".  Done.

238. 810.103, "Seismic Slope Safety Factor": Change "Slope Safety Factor" to lower case.  Done.

239. 810.103, "Significant Modifications": Change "Modifications" to lower case.  Done.

240. 810.103, "Sole source aquifer": Change "Section" to "Section".  Done.

241. 810.103, "Solid Waste": Change "Waste" to lower case.  Done.

242. 810.103, "Static Safety Factor": Change "Safety Factor" to lower case.  Done.

243. 810.103, "Waste pile", 5th line: Change "such" to "the".  Not done.  Changed to “this” instead..

244. 810.104(a)(3), 2nd line: After "19103" add a comma.  Done.

245. 810.104(a)(6): Deleted "Ph:".  Done.

246. 810.104(b): Change "This incorporation includes" to "These incorporations include".  Done.

247. 810.105(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Period removed; text on file already shows title case.

248. 810.105(b): Change "35 Ill. Adm. Code" to "Section".  Done.

249. 810.105(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.   Done.

250. 810.105(d): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

251. 810.105(d)(1), 3rd line: before "CFR" add "40".  Done.

252. 810.105(d)(3), 3rd line: Change "such" to "that".  Done.

253. 810.105(e): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.  Done.

254. 810.105(e)(2): Change "Where" to "When".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 3.2000(c)(2) uses “where.”  The Board opted to use “if” instead.

255. 810.105(f), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case. S  Done.

Part 811: 

256. 811.110(e):

a. Renumber subsection (e) as (e)(1).  Done.

b. Before new subsection (e)(1), add:

"(e)	Closure Schedule".  Not done.  Used “Beginning Closure” instead.

c. Renumber original subsections (e)(1) and (e)(2) as (e)(1)(A) and (e)(1)(B).  Done.

d. Renumber subsection (e)(3) as (e)(2).  Done.

257. 811.302(b), 3rd line: Change "Section" to lower case.  Done.

258. 811.302, Board Note, 5th line: Change "Section" to lower case.  Done.

259. 811.309(f): Delete the added period.  Not done.  There is no added period in the Board’s proposed text.

260. 811.309(f)(6), last line: After "alternatively" add a comma.  Done.

261. 811.309(h)(2), 2nd line: after "304.125," add "and".  Done.

262. 811.310(c): Delete the added period.  Done.

263. 811.310(c)(4), 1st line: change "thirty" to "30".  Done.

264. 811.310(c)(4), 5th line: change "fifteen" to "15".  Done.

265. 811.319(a)(3), 3rd line: change "the effective date of this Part" to "September 18, 1990" (or adjust to get rid of obsolete deadline altogether?).  Done.

266. 811.319(a)(4), last line: change "ten" to "10".  Done in (a)(4)(A).

267. 811.320(a)(3)(B), last line: After "Act" add "[415 ILCS 55]".

268. 811.320(b)(2)(A), 2nd line: Change "such" to "that".  Instead, changed to “the.”

269. 811.320(b)(4), 1st line: Change "which" to "that".  Done.

270. 811.320(b)(4), 2nd line: After "620.430" add a comma.  Done.

271. 811.320(b)(4)(B), 2nd line: Change "such" to "those".  Done.

272. 811.320(d)(3), last line: Change "ten days of" to "10 days after".  Done.

273. 811.320(e)(1), 3rd line: Change "Where such" to "When".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  The Board opted to use “If these” instead.  Corresponding 40 C.F.R. § 258.53(h)(1) uses the conditional word “if.”

274. 811.320(e)(3), 3rd line from bottom: strike the citation.  Done.

275. 811.320(e)(3)(A), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  The Board opted to use “if” instead.  The Board uses “if” instead.

276. 811.320(e)(3)(A), last line: change "Normal Theory" to lower case.  Done.

277. 811.320(e)(3)(B), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  The Board opted to use “if” instead.  The Board uses “if” instead.

278. 811.320(e)(3)(C), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".  Not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  The Board opted to use “if” instead.  The Board uses “if” instead.

279. 811.323(b), 3rd line: After "dispose" add "of".  Done.

280. 811.323(b), last 2 lines: Strike quotes around "polychlorinated biphenyl wastes".  Done.

281. 811.323(c)(1): Delete period.  Done.

282. 811.323(c)(1)(A), 3rd line from bottom: Change "Where such" to "When these".  Done as to “such”; not done.  A situational sense is intended, for which “when” is not appropriate.  The Board opted to use “if” instead.

283. 811.323(c)(2), header: Delete period.  Not done.  The period is needed after the text is moved into the same paragraph.

284. 811.323(c)(2), 5th line of text: After "driver of the vehicle" add a semicolon.  Done.  The Board also changed the topical subheading to title case.

285. 811.323(c)(3), header: Delete period.  Not done.  The period is needed after the text is moved into the same paragraph.

286. 811.323(c)(3), last line: Change "U.S.C." to "USC".  Done.

287. 811.323(d)(2), 2nd line: Strike "such".  Done.

288. 811.326(c)(5), 5th line: "state registration": Is this any state, or just Illinois?  If the latter, capitalize "state".  If the former, it's fine as is.  It could be any state.

289. 811.326(e)(2), last line: Change "standard(s)" to "standards".  Done.

290. 811.404(a)(8), last line: "or the state": Is this any state, or just Illinois?  If the latter, capitalize "state".  If the former, change "state" to "a state"?  Changed to “State.”

291. 811.404(b), header: Change to title case.  Done. 

292. 811.704(g): "(blank)" won't work.  Could you please add one of your typical placeholding paragraphs?  I need to find the explanation I gave before on the origin of this before I can derive some language.

293. 811.704(h), change "Cost of Cover Placement and Stabilization" to lower case.  Done.

294. 811.704(k): Change to title case and strike the period.  Done.

295. 811.716(c)(1)(D), last line: Change "Section" to "35 Ill. Adm. Code".  Done.

296. 811.716(c)(6), 5th line: change "such" to "these".  Done.

297. 811.719(a)(1)(A), last line: Strike "or". component  Done.

And I removed 811.Appendix A, Illustration C.

298. 811.APPENDIX B, II.1: right column, 2nd line: Change "Section 814.302(c) and 814.402(c)" to "Sections 814.302(c) and 814.402(c)".  Done.

299. 811.APPENDIX B, II.4: right column, 2nd line: Change "Section" to "Sections".  Done.

300. 811.APPENDIX B, II.5: right column: Change "Same as above" to "Same as (4)".  Done.

301. 811.APPENDIX B, III.8, right column: Change "Same as above" to "Same as (7)".  Done.

302. 811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 1st line: Change "Sections" to "Section".  Done.

303. 811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 1st line: Strike the comma.  Done.

304. 811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 3rd line: After "811.316," add "and".  Done.

305. 811.APPENDIX B, V.3, right column, 1st line: After "811.318(e)" change the comma to "and".  Done.

306. 811.APPENDIX B, VII.5, right column, 1st line: Change "Section" to "Sections".  Done.

Part 812:

None found.





811))
 
Here's the list for Part 811.  Am attaching a revised full list in Word format.
 
Thanks again!
 
Jonathan
 
 
Part 811:

1.                  811.110(e):

a. Renumber subsection (e) as (e)(1).

b. Before new subsection (e)(1), add:

"(e)      Closure Schedule".

c. Renumber original subsections (e)(1) and (e)(2) as (e)(1)(A) and (e)(1)(B).

d. Renumber subsection (e)(3) as (e)(2).

2.                  811.302(b), 3rd line: Change "Section" to lower case.

3.                  811.302, Board Note, 5th line: Change "Section" to lower case.

4.                  811.309(f): Delete the added period.

5.                  811.309(f)(6), last line: After "alternatively" add a comma.

6.                  811.309(h)(2), 2nd line: after "304.125," add "and".

7.                  811.310(c): Delete the added period.

8.                  811.310(c)(4), 1st line: change "thirty" to "30".

9.                  811.310(c)(4), 5th line: change "fifteen" to "15".

10.              811.319(a)(3), 3rd line: change "the effective date of this Part" to "September 18,
1990" (or adjust to get rid of obsolete deadline altogether?).

11.              811.319(a)(4), last line: change "ten" to "10".

12.              811.320(a)(3)(B), last line: After "Act" add "[415 ILCS 55]".

13.              811.320(b)(2)(A), 2nd line: Change "such" to "that".

14.              811.320(b)(4), 1st line: Change "which" to "that".

15.              811.320(b)(4), 2nd line: After "620.430" add a comma.
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16.              811.320(b)(4)(B), 2nd line: Change "such" to "those".

17.              811.320(d)(3), last line: Change "ten days of" to "10 days after".

18.              811.320(e)(1), 3rd line: Change "Where such" to "When".

19.              811.320(e)(3), 3rd line from bottom: strike the citation.

20.              811.320(e)(3)(A), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

21.              811.320(e)(3)(A), last line: change "Normal Theory" to lower case.

22.              811.320(e)(3)(B), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

23.              811.320(e)(3)(C), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

24.              811.323(b), 3rd line: After "dispose" add "of".

25.              811.323(b), last 2 lines: Strike quotes around "polychlorinated biphenyl wastes".

26.              811.323(c)(1): Delete period.

27.              811.323(c)(1)(A), 3rd line from bottom: Change "Where such" to "When these".

28.              811.323(c)(2), header: Delete period.

29.              811.323(c)(2), 5th line of text: After "driver of the vehicle" add a semicolon.

30.              811.323(c)(3), header: Delete period.

31.              811.323(c)(3), last line: Change "U.S.C." to "USC".

32.              811.323(d)(2), 2nd line: Strike "such".

33.              811.326(c)(5), 5th line: "state registration": Is this any state, or just Illinois?  If the
latter, capitalize "state".  If the former, it's fine as is.

34.              811.326(e)(2), last line: Change "standard(s)" to "standards".

35.              811.404(a)(8), last line: "or the state": Is this any state, or just Illinois?  If the
latter, capitalize "state".  If the former, change "state" to "a state"?

36.              811.404(b), header: Change to title case.

37.              811.704(g): "(blank)" won't work.  Could you please add one of your typical
placeholding paragraphs?

38.              811.704(h), change "Cost of Cover Placement and Stabilization" to lower case.

39.              811.704(k): Change to title case and strike the period.
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40.              811.716(c)(1)(D), last line: Change "Section" to "35 Ill. Adm. Code".

41.              811.716(c)(6), 5th line: change "such" to "these".

42.              811.719(a)(1)(A), last line: Strike "or".

43.              811.APPENDIX B, II.1: right column, 2nd line: Change "Section 814.302(c) and
814.402(c)" to "Sections 814.302(c) and 814.402(c)".

44.              811.APPENDIX B, II.4: right column, 2nd line: Change "Section" to "Sections".

45.              811.APPENDIX B, II.5: right column: Change "Same as above" to "Same as (4)".

46.              811.APPENDIX B, III.8, right column: Change "Same as above" to "Same as (7)".

47.              811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 1st line: Change "Sections" to "Section".

48.              811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 1st line: Strike the comma.

49.              811.APPENDIX B, III.10, right column, 3rd line: After "811.316," add "and".

50.              811.APPENDIX B, V.3, right column, 1st line: After "811.318(e)" change the
comma to "and".

51.              811.APPENDIX B, VII.5, right column, 1st line: Change "Section" to "Sections".

 
From: Eastvold, Jonathan C. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 9:46 AM
To: 'McGill, Richard' <Richard.McGill@illinois.gov>
Subject: Technicals on 35 IAC 702 through 812 (except for 811)
 
Richard –
 
We noticed the following items on our pre- and post-publication reviews of these rules.  I'm still
waiting to get the hard copies back for Part 811, so any comments on that will come later.
 
Also attaching as a Word document for your convenience.
 
All the best,
 
Jonathan
 
 
 
Jonathan C. Eastvold, Ph.D.
Rules Analyst III
Joint Committee on Administrative Rules
Illinois General Assembly
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700 Stratton Building
Springfield, IL 62706
 
Tel.: 217-785-2254
JonathanE@ilga.gov
 
* NOTE: For ease of reference, I've sometimes referred to deleting or changing existing text as
well as new text.  Please regard such references as requests to strike/add.
 
Part 702:

 
None found.
 

Part 703:
 
None found.
 

Part 704:
 
None found.
 

Part 705:
 
None found.
 

Part 720:
 
None found.
 

Part 721:
 
1. 721.102(c)(3), 1st line: the quotes after "No" are pointed in the wrong direction.  It's not

an issue for the database because we only use straight quotes, but may be of interest for
the hard copy pages.

2.                  721.103(c), Board Note: Would PCB like to include a date with the CFR
reference?

3.                  721.106(a)(2)(A) through (C): Could we change the parentheticals to "(See
Subpart _ of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 726)"?

4.                  721.121(a)(3) and (4), Board notes: Could you change "C.F.R." to "CFR"?

5.                  721.132(a): K174 and K181 are structurally the same but formatted differently.
How would you like these to be formatted?

6.                  721.139(a)(2), 3rd line: the quote after "contains leaded glass" points the wrong
way.

7.                  721.139(a)(5)(B)(ii): Could you please add a ZIP for that address?  20004, I
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think...

8.                  721.139(a)(5), board note at end: there's a stray quote mark before "USEPA".

9.                  721.141(a)(2), final address (IEPA): Possible to put a period after "Ave"?

10.              721.247(b)(1)(B), 3rd line: after "insurer", should the semicolon be a comma?

11.               721.935(c)(4)(C)(i): Should this subsection end with "; or" rather than ", or"?

12.              721.950, Board Note: Change "Sections 9.1(b) and (d) of the Act" to "Section
9.1(b) and (d) of the Act".

13.              721.960(b)(3), Board Note, 3rd sentence: change "immediate comply" to
"immediately comply".

14.              721.984(f)(3)(D)(ii), 2nd note: strike hyphen between "0.32" and "cm"?

Part 722:

15.              722.141(a), 2nd line: Do you wish to remove the hyphen in "off-site"?

16.              Subpart H header: Should the hyphen in "TRANS-BOUNDARY" be removed?

17.               722.181, "Countries concerned", 3rd line: "text refers only a single country" à
Please change to "text refers only to a single country".

18.              722.182(a)(2)(B), Board Note, 1st sentence: Do you wish to strike the comma after
"RCRA"?

19.              722.303, Board Note: At the end of the URL, delete "-and".

20.              722.304, Board Note: At the end of the URL, delete "-and".

21.              722.313(a)(3), third from last line: Change "§" to "40 CFR".

22.              722.331, "Unplanned episodic event", 3rd line: "change ""acts of nature,"" to
""acts of nature",".

23.              722.333, Board Note, 4th line: Change ""RCRA permit,"" to ""RCRA permit",".

Part 723:

None found.

Part 724:

24.               724.112(a)(4): Could you please change "such" to an alternate (clearer) term?

25.              724.112(a)(4)(A), 3rd line: Change "thirty" to "30".
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26.              724.115(b)(4), penultimate sentence: Could you please put commas after
"schedule" and "application"?

27.              724.171(a)(3), 1st line: Before "facility", reinstate "a".

28.              724.171(a)(3), 3rd line: After "source" add a comma. Change "dollowing" to
"following".

29.              724.171(d), 4th line: after "foreign exporter", strike the semicolon and add "and".

30.              724.171(i), 1st line: Change first non-sentence clause to mixed case (i.e., "Special
Procedures Applicable to Electronic Signature Methods Undergoing Tests.")

31.              724.241(h), 3rd line from bottom: Change "third-party" to "third party".

32.              724.242(a)(2), 4th line: Change "724.241(d))." to "724.241(d).)".

33.              724.242(d), 3rd line: Change "Sections 724.242(a) and (c)" to "subsections (a) and
(c)".

34.              724.242(d), 4th line: Change "Section 724.242(b)" to "subsection (b)".

35.              724.243(a): Change to mixed case.

36.              724.243(d): Change to mixed case.

37.              724.245(a)(3)(A): How do you wish to punctuate the "Where" statements (no
punctuation, semicolons, etc.)?  See also 724.933(e)(2).

38.              724.1102(a), 4th line: Add comma after "leachate".

39.              724.247(h): Strike period after "Coverage".

40.               724.296(a) through (f): These subsections aren't really headers. Revert to sentence
case on each subsection's first "sentence"?

41.              724.296(d)(2)(A): Change "2.2" to "0.45".

42.              724.376(a): Change to mixed (title) case?

43.              724.376(a)(2), last line: set off "or derived from" with commas?

44.              724.376(a)(4), last line: Add comma after "(a)"?

45.              724.376(b)(1)(B), 2nd line: delete parentheses around "kg/ha"?

46.              724.951, last line: Strike comma after "720 through 728".

47.              724.980(b)(1): Change "@@@A" to "A".
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Part 725:

48.              725.112(a)(1), 4th from last row: correct spelling of "hazardous".

49.              725.376(c)(1)(B), 2nd line: delete parentheses around "kg/ha".

50.              725.541(a), 4th line: strike redundant "the".

51.              725.931, 2nd line: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act" to "RCRA"?

52.              725.933(c), 3rd line from bottom: Delete "degrees Celsius" and the parentheses.

53.              725.933(f)(2)(F)(ii): Delete "degrees Celsius" and the parentheses.

54.              725.951: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act" to
"RCRA"?

55.              725.981, 1st line: change "herein" to "in this Section"?

56.              725.981: Do you wish to shorten "Resource Conservation and Recovery Act" to
"RCRA"?

57.              725.982(d), 2nd line: Change "cast" to "past".

58.              725.984(a)(3)(C), 7th line from bottom: after "constituent-specific" add
"adjustment factor"?

59.              725.984(b)(3): Delete "of a hazardous waste at the point of waste treatment"?

60.              725.984(b)(3)(C), 7th line from bottom: after "constituent-specific" add
"adjustment factor"?

Part 726:

61.              726.180(a)(6), 2nd line: delete the second "the batteries".

62.              726.180(a)(8), 2nd line: before "foreign" add "a".

63.              726.180(a)(9), 3rd line: delete "you".

64.              726.180(a)(10), 2nd line: before "foreign" add "a".

65.              726.180(a)(19), 3rd line: Correct spelling of "them". Delete "you".

66.              726.200(d)(3)(B), 4th line: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?

67.              726.200(h), 3rd line from bottom: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?
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68.              726.204(a)(2), 5th and 7th lines from bottom: Change "Appendix H to" to
"Appendix H of"?

69.               726.206(b)(2)(A), "Where: S Ai/Fi/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the
quotes?

70.              726.206(b)(5), last line: delete "or".

71.              726.206(c))(2), "Where: S Ai/Ei/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the quotes?

72.              726.206(c)(4), 2nd line: after "and" add "Section".

73.              726.206(d)(3), "Where: S Pi/Ri/", 2nd line: move the comma outside the quotes?

74.              726.206(g)(1), 3rd line: Move the comma outside the quotes?

75.              726.206(g)(2), 6th line: Move the comma outside the quotes?

76.              726.206(h), 4th line from bottom: Move the comma outside the quotes?

77.              726.207(f), 3rd line: Move the comma outside the quotes?

78.              726.208(c): "Where" statements end with periods.  Elsewhere in this docket they
end with semicolons (and I think sometimes with no punctation).  How would you
like to handle this? 

79.              726.208(c), "Where: n" à this statement ends with a semicolon, not a period.  See
previous question.

80.              726.209(a)(2)(A), 2nd line: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?

81.              726.209(a)(2)(D)(ii), first two "where:" statements: replace "means" with "="?

82.              726.209(a)(2)(D)(iii): End with period?

83.              726.212(b), middle of paragraph: Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?

84.              726.212(b)(2)(A): "Table B to 24 Ill. Adm. Code 728":

a.                   "Table B of"?

b.                  These citations appear to be outdated.  What should they be?

85.              726.212(b)(2)(A), Board Note, paragraph beginning "Under Section": Change to
"Under section"?

86.              726.212(c)(1) and (c)(2)(A): Change "Appendix H to" to "Appendix H of"?

87.              726.303(c), 4th line: Change "From" to "Form".
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88.              726.305(c)(2), 7th line: After "violation" add a comma.

89.              726.305(d)(2), 3rd line: After "721" add a comma.

90.              726.310, "Eligible naturally occurring…", 3rd line from bottom: before "10 CFR
61" delete "federal".

91.              726.310, "IEMA": Do you want to update the address to 2200 South Dirksen
Parkway 
Springfield, Illinois 62703?

92.              726.310, "License", 1st and 2nd lines: before "IEMA" delete "the" (twice).

93.              726.310, "NRC": Change address to:

U.S. NRC Region III
2443 Warrenville Road
Suite 210
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4352

94.              726.460(a), 3rd line: before "IEMA" delete "the".

Part 727:

95.              727.100(a) and throughout: Would PCB consider going to mixed case with no
periods for such subsection headers?

96.              727.170(b)4), 3rd line: add comma after "722"?

97.              727.210(f)(2)(A) and (B): strike "and" at the end of (A) and add it to the end of
(B).

98.              727.240(b)(8), 3rd line from bottom: change "(d)(8)" to "(b)(8)".

99.              727.240(q), Board note, 5th line: change "include" to "includes".

Part 728:

100.          728.106(a)(5), last line: Does "state" refer to Illinois solely or to other states as
well?

101.          728.106(f)(3): strike "do the following".

102.          728.106(m), 3rd line: strike the comma after "through".

103.          728.107(a)(5)(A): strike "of this Part".

104.          728.140(b): Should "EPA 530" (and other similar references) be hyphenated? 

105.          728.144(j): After "application for", add "a".
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106.          728.150(a)(2)(A): What does "clearly marked to identify with the following"
mean?  Can this turn of phrase be reworded for clarity?

107.          728.APPENDIX F, last note: "stands or" should be "stands for".

108.          728.APPENDIX H, top line: "USEPA hazardous wate number" should be
"USEPA hazardous waste number".

109.          728.TABLE C, Note 2, 4th line: Move the period outside the quotes.

110.          728.TABLE T, top line: Check formatting of text.

Part 730:

111.          730.103, "Sole or principal source aquifer", 2nd line: Change "Section" to lower
case.

112.          730.103, "Underground source of drinking water": Could you please clarify that
the ands and ors are as you wish them to be?  We were confused.

113.          730.104(a) through (d): How would you like these subsections to end? 
Semicolons or periods?

114.          730.132(a), 4th line: Change "where" to "when".

115.          730.132(b), 3rd from last line: Change "Where" to "When".

116.          730.132(c), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

117.          730.132(d), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

118.          730.132(e), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

119.          730.132(f), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

120.          730.132(g), 1st line: Change "Where" to "When".

121.          730.133:

a. Change the initial fragments of (a) and (b) and (c) to title case.

b. In (b), strike the period after the initial fragment and make the rest of that
paragraph subsection (b)(1).

c. Change current subsections (b)(1) through (b)(5) to (b)(1)(A) through (E).

d. Change current subsection (b)(6) to (b)(2).

e. In (c), strike the period after the initial fragment and make the rest of that
paragraph subsection (c)(1).
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f. In current subsection (c)/new subsection (c)(1), change "subsections (c)(1) and (c)
(2)" to "this subsection (c)(1)".

g. Change current subsections (c)(1) and (2) to (c)(1)(A) and (B).

h. Change current subsection (c)(3) to (c)(2).

121. 730.162(d):
a. Renumber subsection (d) as (d)(1).

b. Before new subsection (d)(1), add:

            "d)       Alternatives".

c. In new subsection (d)(1), change "subsections (d)(1) through (d)(3)" to
"subsection (d)(1)". Change "(d)(4)" to "(d)(2)".

d. Relabel current subsections (d)(1) through (d)(3) as (d)(1)(A) through (C).

e. Relabel current subsection (d)(4) as (d)(2).

f. In the second line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "(d)(1), (d)(2), or (d)(3)" to
"(d)(1)(A), (d)(1)(B), or (d)(1)(C)".

g. In the third line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "Code104" to "Code 104".

h. In the last line of current (d)(4)/new (d)(2), change "(d)(4)" to "(d)(2)".

122. 730.171(a)(6):
a. Renumber subsection (a)(6) as (a)(6)(A).

b. Before new subsection (a)(6)(A), add:

                        "6)       Temporary Stoppage".

c. In the second line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), after "temporarily" strike the
comma.

d. In the third line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), change "subsections (a)(6))(A)
and (a)(6)(B)" to "this subsection (a)(6)(A)".

e. In the last line of current (a)(6)/new (a)(6)(A), change "(a)(6)(C)" to (a)(6)(B)".

f. Change current subsections (a)(6)(A) and (B) to (a)(6)(A)(i) and (ii).

g. Change current subsection (a)(6)(C) to (a)(6)(B).

123. 730.184(c)(1)(C): Strike the final period and add a semicolon.

124. 730.195(b)(1)(H): After the final "and", strike the comma.

125. 730.195(f)(1): Strike the final semicolon and replace with a period.
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126. 730.195(f)(4)(B): Strike the final semicolon and replace with a period.

Part 733:

128.          733.103(d)(1): After "(a)(1)" add a comma.

Part 738:

129.          738.101(c)(1): Strike final "or".

130.          738.110(b)(1): Strike final "or".

131.          728.111(b)(1): Strike final "or".

132.          738.112(b)(2), last line: Strike "below" and add "in this subsection (b)(2)".

133.          738.114(a): Strike the period.

134.          738.114(c): Strike the period.

135.          738.114(e)(1): Strike the final "or".

136.          738.115(a): Strike the period.

137.          738.115(d)(1): Strike the final "or".

138.          738.116(a): Strike the period.

139.          738.116(c): Strike the period.

140.          738.116(d)(1): Strike the final "or".

141.          738.114(e)(1): Strike the final "or".

142.          738.118(m)(1): Strike the final "or".

143.          738.123(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

144.          738.123(a)(4): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

145.          738.123(a)(4)(B): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

146.          738.124(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

Part 739:

147.          739.100, "Existing tank", 1st subordinate paragraph: Change the comma to a
semicolon.

148.          739.110(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

149.          739.110(b): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.
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150.          739.110(b)(1)(B), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

151.          739.110(b)(2), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

152.          739.110(b)(2)(A): Strike final "or".

153.          739.110(b)(2)(B): Strike final period. Add "; or".

154.          739.110(c): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

155.          739.110(d): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

156.          739.110(e): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

157.          739.110(f), 2nd line: strike "Section" and add "section" (twice).

158.          739.110(g): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

159.          739.110(h), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

160.          739.110(i), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

161.          739.120(a)(1), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.739.120(a)(3)

162.          739.120(a)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

163.          739.120(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

164.          739.120(b)(2)(B)(ii), 3rd line: Strike "Section" and add "section".

165.          739.122(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

166.          739.122(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

167.          739.122(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

168.          739.124, 4th line: strike "Section 739.124(a)" and add "subsections (a)".

169.          739.124(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

170.          739.124(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

171.          739.124(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

172.          739.130(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

173.          739.131(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

174.          739.132(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

175.          739.140(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.
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176. 739.140(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

177.          739.140(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

178.          739.144(a), 2nd line: Strike "739.110(b)(1)(ii)" and add "739.110(b)(1)(B)(ii)".

179.          739.144(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

180.          739.145(b) initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

181.          739.145(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

182.          739.145(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

183.          739.145(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

184.          739.145(f), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

185.          739.145(h), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

186.          739.146(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

187.          739.146(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

188.          739.150(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

189.          739.152(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

190.          739.152(a)(1), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

191.          739.152(a)(2), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

192.          739.152(a)(2), lines 3-4: Strike "subsections (a)(2)(A) through (A)(2)(D)" and add
"this subsection (a)(2)".

193.          739.152(a)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

194.          739.152(a)(4): Change to mixed (title) case

195.          739.152(a)(5), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

196.          739.152(a)(6): Change to mixed (title) case.

197.          739.152(a)(6)(A)(ii), first line: Change "Where" to "When".

198.          739.152(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

199.          739.152(b)(1): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

200.          739.152(b)(2): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

201.          739.152(b)(3), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.
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202.          739.152(b)(4), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

203.          739.152(b)(5), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

204.          739.152(b)(5), Board Note: Please change the brackets to parentheses.  (In the
IAC, brackets exclusively refer to ILCS citations.)

205.          739.152(b)(6): Change to mixed (title) case.

206.          739.152(b)(6)(H)(i): strike final "and".

207.          739.152(b)(6)(H)(ii): Strike final period and add "; and".

208.          739.152(b)(6)(H)(iii), 2nd line: after "authorities" add a comma.

209.          739.154(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

210.          739.154(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

211.          739.154(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

212.          739.154(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

213.          739.154(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

214.          739.154(f): Strike period.

215.          739.160(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

216.          739.160(b): Strike final "below" and add "in this subsection (b)".

217.          739.160(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

218.          739.161(b): Strike period.

219.          739.163(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

220.          739.164(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

221.          739.164(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

222.          739.164(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

223.          739.164(d), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

224.          739.164(e), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

225.          739.164(f): Strike period.

226.          739.164(g), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

227.          739.165(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.
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228.          739.166(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

229.          739.174(a), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

230.          739.174(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

231.          739.174(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

232.          739.175(b), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

Part 810:

233.          810.103, "Design Period": Change "Period" to lower case.

234.          810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, 2nd line: Move comma outside quotes.

235.          810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, 4th line: After "from" add "a". Change "in a
MSWLF" to "in an MSWLF".

236.          810.103, "MSWLF unit", Board Note, first existing sentence: Change "C.F.R." to
"CFR".

237.          810.103, "RCRA", 2nd line: Change "USC. §§6901" to "USC 6901".

238.          810.103, "Seismic Slope Safety Factor": Change "Slope Safety Factor" to lower
case.

239.          810.103, "Significant Modifications": Change "Modifications" to lower case.

240.          810.103, "Sole source aquifer": Change "Section" to "Section".

241.          810.103, "Solid Waste": Change "Waste" to lower case.

242.          810.103, "Static Safety Factor": Change "Safety Factor" to lower case.

243.          810.103, "Waste pile", 5th line: Change "such" to "the".

244.          810.104(a)(3), 2nd line: After "19103" add a comma.

245.          810.104(a)(6): Deleted "Ph:".

246.          810.104(b): Change "This incorporation includes" to "These incorporations
include".

247.          810.105(a): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

248.          810.105(b): Change "35 Ill. Adm. Code" to "Section".

249.          810.105(c), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case.

250.          810.105(d): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.
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251.          810.105(d)(1), 3rd line: before "CFR" add "40".

252.          810.105(d)(3), 3rd line: Change "such" to "that".

253.          810.105(e): Change to mixed (title) case. Strike final period.

254.          810.105(e)(2): Change "Where" to "When".

255.          810.105(f), initial fragment: Change to mixed (title) case. S

Part 812:

None found.
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